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Head’s Lines
I am hoping that this is the last edition of our lockdown newsletter. It
has been an honour each week to
showcase the work of our students
supported by our staff. They have
amazed us time and again. However, we are really looking forward to
seeing them in September.
As I write this, it is early Friday morning
on 17th July. In a few hours, I will be
saying thank yous to our incredible
staff...not just our teachers and pastoral staff who you will have had
contact with and who have done a
tremendous job in such tricky circumstances; who have had to learn new
skills from their kitchen tables while
juggling their own families. But also
the huge number of support staff
who rarely get the glory but make
sure the school runs as smoothly as
possible:

•

Site staff who have worked
tirelessly to keep school safe
and will spend the summer
getting it ready for September.

•

The cleaners who have never
stopped disinfecting surfaces
and keeping sanitiser and
soap stocked up.

•

The admin & cover supervisor
team who have completed a
huge amount of work such as
sorting out the FSM vouchers,
keeping the emails coming
out, sending work out to those
with no IT...the list goes on.

•

Our exams and data team
who had the tough task of
finding their way through the
maze of exam entries in these
unusual circumstances.

•

Our Engage staff who have
worked with students with special needs and keyworker
children in lockdown.
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•

Mrs Quigley our IT technician

Some special lockdown memories

and the Trust IT technicians
who have also helped out.
Nothing has been too much
trouble helping staff, students, parents, governors,
trustees to stay in touch and
learn to use new systems.

•

Our attendance and safeguarding teams ensuring we
account for every child and
check everyone is safe.

•

Our chef who has been catering single-handedly over
these weeks of Y10 & Y12 in
school.

•

And our other support staff

75th VE Day Celebrations

who have mucked in and
helped however we have
needed it—technicians, librarian and my very long
suffering PA.

•

I rarely say it publicly but I
also want to pay tribute to
my senior leadership team.
They too have worked ridiculous long hours. Three of them
stepped up immediately to
be in school thoughout lockdown so two of us who had
to shield could and worked
from home.

This year, I also have to pay tribute
to the extended staff team I didn’t
know I had at the start of the year—
our parents and carers. We fully appreciate all your support, hard work,
frustration, pride, resilience and
general mucking in so that our work
remotely could translate into real
work for your children.
I am unbelievably proud of everyone who together makes up Team
Dinno. As you read this issue with
something from every department, I
hope you are as proud as I am.
Have a lovely summer. Ms Staples

Mrs Senior’s collection for handcreams for NHS & careworkers

Liam F going to the
moon

Top performers & rewards of the week
The last vouchers scraped from the bottom of Mr Grenham’s safe
Publication Date

YEAR 6

Mr Grenham was a little bit sad
this week to think it was his final
week of lockdown rewards. However, he was chuffed to bits that
we could even give out some of
them in our last week assemblies.
Caught been amazing: Charlotte
M and Ellie C
Memrise: Lily B & Joshua W
Hegarty: Ethan SH & Charlie R
GCSE Pod: Cameron C
SMHW: Ryan P
Seneca: Jack H
AR PAC-man: Riley W
AR lucky dip: Will T, Owen H &
Grace M
Sport & Life: Tilly D & Kacey C

Moving Up Challenge Rewards
Year 6—almost Y7—have truly
impressed their new year leaders
Miss Neal and Mr Rhodes with all
their efforts during our virtual transition. They are clearly going to
be another amazing year group
and we cannot wait to meet
them in person. Their tutors are
really looking forward to those
special first two days in September when they can all get to
know each other really well.

Amelia W

Miss N and Mr R struggled to pick
the winners in all the challenge
categories and begged to have
more vouchers to give away but
Mr Grenham’s voucher safe is
now completely empty.
So here are the category winners
What makes me happy
Summer H

Our final names drawn from the
Golden Ticket barrel of brilliance
are:





George P

We are really proud of you all.

Isabella G
Summer N
Harry F
Grace D

Huge well done to all the hundreds of students who received
golden tickets in lockdown. You
have worked incredibly well to
impress your teachers. Many of
you have received multiple tickets
over the weeks.
You are awesome!
Team Dinno stand down & relax!
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Kindness category
* Emily for doing jobs for her gran
* Toby for mowing the lawn
* Logan making meals for the family
* Melissa for making her mum
breakfast

Letter to tutors
There were so many amazing ones,
we had to put names into a hat.
The lucky voucher winners:
Oliver D, Finlay T, Thomas P &
Summer.
Cole G

Nominations from Y6 teachers
We have an incredible number of
nominations—over 100. So the lucky
voucher winners drawn from
Mr Rhodes’s hat:
Mia B, Charlie, Eben & Lily S

Department Round-Up
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Yet more new art work for our final
issue. At the end of this issue, we
have picked out some highlights
from earlier issues that we loved.
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Mrs Whitam, our Head of Business and ICT is leaving us this summer to run her own business—seems she really does
know what she is talking about. We are sorry to say goodbye but mega proud of her living what she’s taught.
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The annual SlamJam competition
went virtual this year. So students
from across several schools competed against each other and
technology.
With little to no help from teachers, our wonderful students at Dinnington High School penned and
performed their lockdown-inspired
poems in two online ‘battles’ or
heats in June and July.
The poets were clever, creative
and confident and their poetry
explored a range of subjects from
the environment, politics and anecdotal experiences. From our
original line up of 8 poets, 4 made
it through to the SlamJam final on
2nd June – where they competed

live on Facebook and Youtube,
in front of other schools, professional poets and the general
public.
They showed such maturity and
confidence and though we may
not have brought home any prizes this year – it certainly wasn’t
for a lack of effort or excellence.
All of our poets made me feel so
proud…until next year Team
Dinno!

And we couldn’t have a final issue
without #LiteratureinLockdown selfies.

Mrs Wilks
First round competitors:
Y7 - Charlie S and Grace B
Y9 – Will A, Lily B, Niamh J, Ella S
Y10 – Chrissy M
Finalists: Y9 – Will A, Lily, Niamh J,
Ella S
Y10 – Chrissy M
We have also loved all the
poems we have been able to
publish over lockdown. Such
creative and talented students.

The Hegarty in Lockdown Mega Report
Mr Sinclair has crunched the data for all work since 23rd March!
Year 7
Jake S: completed a massive 124
tasks, and spent 23 hours working on
Hegarty.
Grace M: winner of the “I spent more
time on Hegarty that the teachers”
award. 61 hours doing 5207 questions!
Madeleine C: an incredible 105 tasks
and 2161 questions.
Amgad L: who proved that if you really do watch the instructional video
you do better! Follow Amgad’s lead.
Year 8
Riley B: completed an impressive 113
tasks, answering 1312 questions over
21 hours.
Roshan D: Y8 winner of the “I don’t do
wrong answers award”. He got 100%
on every question.
Luca D: Just behind Riley with 107
tasks and 1275 hours over 28 hours.

Year 9

Y11 into Y12

Syam A: Y9 winner of the “What’s a
wrong answer award?” 129 tasks—
100% right. (Highest task rate of all
students.)

Shout out from Mrs Kelly to Archie A
and Samir R for each doing 8 hours of
work on bridging units.

Lacey B: True ambassador for the art
of watching the videos gets you
good scores. 110 tasks, 8 hours of videos, 33 hours work.
Andreea N: Y9 student who just won’t
quit until she has got it right. She kept
her class top of the report sheet each
week.
Year 10
Harvey B: An incredible 109 tasks,
1057 questions, 26 hours.
Molly M: The Y10—”Why would I bother getting them wrong” award. 96
tasks—all 100% right!
Mollie G: Just behind Molly M with 95
tasks, hitting green 91 times!

How did we compare?
Compared to schools across the
country that use Hegarty—1747
schools. We were:
27th for number of tasks set
17th for pieces of feedback given to
students by staff—18,986 pieces of
feedback—our maths team are awesome.
659 hours of videos watched
84% of students have engaged with
Hegarty.
Top 20% for questions answered
Questions per pupil: top 13.4% nationally. That’s our very own DHS students.
Our students & staff are awesome.

Finally, the maths team want to say a huge thank you to Mr Kilby for all his hard work as he moves to our sister school, Brinsworth.
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Our Geographers have been
hard at work over the lockdown period. Look at some of
these fab examples.
William A, Y12, Mr Pears

Lydia H, Y8, Mr Harrison

Bethan R, Y12 – Mr Pears
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Riley B, Y8, Mr Reynolds

Ellie C, Y12, Mr Pears

Madeleine C, Y7, Mr Reynolds

Matilda F, Y8 -Mr Reynolds
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Mrs Jones has been really impressed with the Health and Social
Care and the Childcare work students have been doing in lockdown.
Healthcare
We pushed her to name her star
pupils in H&SC who have stood
out repeatedly through this time
for their hard work and effort.
In alphabetical order:

So far Summer N has done 8 pages of research into her chosen person
for her coursework study. This is just the opening.

Year 9
Mia B
Lily-Mae B
Freya C
Summer N
Lily-Mae’s work on life stages.

Morgan T, in Mrs Harrison’s English class was inspired by reading ‘A
Christmas Carol’ and created an alternative version of Christmas yet to
come:
CRASH!! A great beam of light flooded the room, a barely visible figure
was standing in the light. Billy was so surprised by this crash he found
himself on the floor; he slowly got up to say “Who are you?”
Year 10
Mollie M who has worked so hard
she has written pages upon pages
and completed her coursework.
Millie M & Sophie W who have
worked so hard week after week.
Brilliant!

All of a sudden the light vanished to present a tall man with no ears.
He was wearing a big brown Stetson, as if he was a cowboy. He was
dressed in a ragged t-shirt, with mucky trousers and he was covered in
dusty sand. He was tall because he was sat on a skinny transparent
horse that looked hungry. The ghost replied in a Texan accent,
“I am the ghost of Christmas Future.”

Childcare

“Why are you here for me?” whimpered Billy.

Mollie G and Millie H have impressed Mrs Jones the most with
their dedication and hard work
throughout lockdown.

“Billy Ray Cyrus, if you don’t change your ways, all shall look like me,”
commanded the ghost.
“You have until morning to change your music or else there will be severe consequences!” declared the ghost.
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Some examples of the
fantastic work that our
historians have done
during lockdown increasing their
knowledge and understanding of the past.

HISTORY

Grace B, Y7, Mr Towers
Work on the Celts Finlay D, Y7, Mr Brooke

Ewan K, Y8, Mr Brooke
John O, Y11, Mr Towers
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HISTORY
Summer N, Y9, Mr Towers

Alfie A, Y8, Mr Brooke
Deysha P, Y10, Mr Brooke
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Kacey’s kindness calendar

A few of the highlights from a lockdown full of fantastic Life learning.
Editor’s pic: all the
Kindness Calendars
inspiring us all to
take care of each
other.

Niamh J’s take on Frida Kahlo’s self portrait

A little bit of Safia’s work
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Highlights from the
Team Dinno Games
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Team PE are saying thank you
for all her hard work and farewell to Miss Crownshaw who is
moving to work in the primary
sector as a Y6 teacher. We
wish her well.

Department Round-Up
What a wonderful, hardworking,
and motivated group of learners.
Throughout lockdown they have
stayed in contact with both Mr
Price and Mrs Booker-Parkinson.
We are super impressed with the
amount of work completed. Remember, you can always stretch
yourself by completing Future
Learn courses too.

Here are some samples
of some of their wonderful work!
Megan B’s work on
approaches 

Sarah T’s work on issues and debates in psychology. 

Ellie H’s work on the Humanist
approach. 

Natasha W’s work on
approaches in
psychology.


The psychology team have also been very impressed with their budding
Y11 psychologists who have been completing bridging work.
Jessica A has completed an introduction course. 
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Olivia L has taken time to do a
criminology & profiling course. 

Department Round-Up
A morning with Professor Brian Cox
Three very excited Dinnington students
attended a Science Summer School
hosted by Professor Brian Cox OBE last
week. The virtual event on Zoom, included a presentation and Q&A session on black holes.

The science department have been
blown away by students’ hard work.
Some have excelled using Seneca,
others have made good use of
GCSEPod. Some students have explored and done their own experiments using what they could find at
home. Y11 A’Level scientists to be
have been hard at work on bridging
units, and some have even joined Y12
Live Lessons.

The students wrote the following responses to the experience:
Joe K (Y11):
The zoom call was great! It was impressive how the team managed to
organise the event for so many people - around 300. Brian Cox started by
explaining what a black hole was and
followed on to tell us about the different theories around what they do and
what they might lead to. During the
Q&A he answered questions that
were more about science as a whole
such as his work at CERN and his opinions on future careers in STEM. It was
interesting to learn more about black
holes and the current theories of
where they might lead to. Professor
Brian Cox’s advice and opinions on
getting into STEM careers were also
extremely invaluable
Kiera R (Y10):
He spoke a lot about how we know
very little about the universe. Black
holes are one of the many things we
can’t explain yet. There are lots of theories about the other side of them, like
wormholes, but no one knows what’s
actually there or if there is anything at
all! All we do know is that the event
horizon is a one way door and things
that go inside a black hole can’t get
back out because of the strong gravitational pull there. I think it’s really interesting that there are so many unexplainable things in the universe.
Molly M (Y10):
First, he talked about how black holes
form before talking about the event
horizon. He described how if we burn
a phone the data can be retrieved
from the particles given off. However,
if we were to destroy a phone in a
black hole then the particles wouldn't be the same coming
out. This is called a paradox and there
are many possible answers to this:
wormholes that just move the particles, the event horizons vaporising the
information, or they just hold the information!

Q: Are we ever going to see a wormhole?

Dr Irvine picked out two of her sensational scientists below:

A: Microscopic ones maybe, but we
can’t observe them directly.

Sophie W, Y9

The Big Bang Fair-Online!
Students did not have to miss out on
our usual science trip to the Big Bang
Fair as this year it took place on
online!
The event, hosted by TV & Radio Science Presenter Greg Foot, included
stories from the NHS frontline, Q&A
sessions with inspiring scientists and
engineers, as well as experiments
they could try at home!
“That was fantastic! I attended workshops on the NHS Nightingale Hospitals, PPE 3D printing, making a social
distancing lanyard, British Army STEM
and ‘keeping the water flowing’” (Logan D, Year 7)

Some interesting questions in the Q+A
were:
Q: What is the Higgs boson?
A: It gives mass to fundamental things
and they are the reason why photons
and electrons are different.
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Lily W, Y10

Department Round-Up
Mr Newbolt has been blown away by the hard work of Y7 students he
has been working with through lockdown. Mr Newbolt leaves us at the
end of this term; we thank him for all his hard work and wish him well.

Henna M

Amelia B
Liam S

Madeleine C

Connie S

Jake S
Mitchell SK

Ethan SH

Owen H

Robbie G

Mr Gerrard also leaves our science department this summer.
We thank him for his hard work
and wish him well.
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We had lots more work we wanted to share as Y7 have been I
incredibly impressive.
Well done to all students.

Department Round-Up
Year 8 Bridging Work
Year 8 Sociologists have been working
hard in their transition work. They have
recently been learning about feral
child, Oxana Malaya who was
brought up by dogs.
Daisy D has completed her work on
Oxana.
Luca D, Y8, has conducted some detailed and interesting
research on the Ik
Tribe. A mountainous
tribe based in
Uganda.

Year 9
Year 9 Sociologists have been learning
about the processes of research and
the different methods they can use to
gain a wider understanding of society
and human interactions.
To the right, Abigail S found about the
different research methods. 
Brandon K learned about different
types of observation. 
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 Ella S, Evie D &
Evie R, Y9, collectively researched
the impact of social media.

Department Round-Up
Year 10
Year 10 Sociologists have started
their Crime and Deviance topic
and have been learning about
class and crime, exploring ‘who is
more likely to commit a crime?’

Marley C completed an exam
style question:

Y12 continued..
Becky H and Sarah T have been
working hard to consolidate their
learning by completing the
‘Check Your Understanding’ questions at the end of each
topic.

Paris S has also used dual coding
to simplify research conducted by
Heindensohn’s research into women and crime.

Year 12
Year 12 Sociologists have continued to work extremely hard at
home. They have continued with
their A Level topic of Theories
and Methods.
Becky B and Carlie G have been carefully planning their 10-mark questions and
then writing it up in full. Here is an extract.
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Mrs Russell’s students have been working on graphic design projects. Students chose a film genre they liked and
created designs for its release. It could be set designs, or
marketing products.
Mrs Russell leaves us at the end of this term to become
Head of Technology at a new school. We will miss her
but we are also really proud of her promotion.
This is Cristian CGR’s impressive work for Mrs R.
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Students have also been
designing and making products using their technology
skills. We could not resist
sharing pictures of Harry B’s
cat toys he made for his furry friend.

There have been lots of examples of tech work we
have loved over the weeks.
Some of our highlights are
below.
Owen C’s fab bird feeder.

Cian’s monster sculpture was really
creative in its design and in its use of
materials.
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And we have to remember Dom G’s
homemade locker for all his electronics. He sent off
pics to Blue Peter and got himself a badge. In
fact, Dom has
been a nonstop
turbo of energy
and enthusiasm.

Art & Photography Journal
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And finally for art, some of the editor’s top picks since 23rd March that appeared on other pages in the Newsletters

Josh T’s flat lay photograph

Madison F’s response to the
killing of George Floyd

Jessie H’s drawing of
Lily-Mae Depp

Our students have
brought us such joy
through their art work.
We have loved showing
off their work. And
thanks to the parents
and siblings who joined
in too.
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AND FINALLY
Before we sign off for the summer
The lovely Mr Marshall

Magnificent Achievement
And we had to reshare the incredible efforts of Tobias, son of Ms Garbutt who works for our Trust and
does some of her work at our school.
You have probably seen him on TV or social media.
Aged 9, with cerebral palsy and autism, Tobias completed a marathon using his walker over 70 days in
lockdown. Raising a colossal sum of money for his
two favourite charities: Paces special school and
Sheffield Children’s Hospital. But he hasn’t stopped
there. He is now on his second marathon
(Tobiathlon) using a race runner (a special piece of
kit used by Paralympians with cerebral palsy to compete.)
At the point of writing, through Tobias Marathon
Challenge Just Giving page, he has raised just over
£132,500. Not bad for a lad the medics originally did
not think would walk and struggled to do 50 metres
on day one. #ChuffedToBits

Later in the Autumn term we have some exciting
plans about how we will raise money in Nigel’s
memory, and remember his kindness, spirit and passion for life as we will all endeavour to Be More Nigel.
We will never forget him. Nor we will forget just how
many students, staff, parents, former students, former
staff came and lined the streets of Dinnington on the
day of his funeral. He had us all in his heart and he
will forever be in our hearts. #AlwaysTeamDinno
Special Goodbyes and Thanks
We also bid a fond farewell to a few other
members of staff. Mrs Khan, a member of our
Engage team who worked closely with various
students, is moving to a school nearer home as is
Mrs Deakin, who works with students in our
Independent Learning Zone. Mr Smith, our minibus
driver also leaves this summer.
Thank you to Mrs Miller who has taught music for
two years but remains with us in the exams team.
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Here he is completing the first
half of his second marathon
on Saturday 11th July.

Department Round-Up

The last page has to go to Niamh J’s tribute to our key workers. This virus is not yet defeated; our lives are still limited by its
power to spread. However, in lockdown we have seen some remarkable things: Our health workers risking their own lives
for us. All manner of keyworkers going above and beyond. Captain Tom and his amazing fund raising. The care and kindness shown across our community by so many people including many of our students. As we look towards September, we
still will not be back to normal but by keeping safe, we can get another step closer.
Have a wonderful summer from everyone at Dinnington High.
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